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October 29, 2013 

Hank Vinson, Staff Director  

Office of Environmental Services 

Division of State Lands  

Department of Environmental Protection   

3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, M.S. 140  

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000  

Acquisition and Restoration Council (ARC) Members   

Bill Palmer  

Kelley Boree 

Jack Vogel  

Jim Karels  

Mo Pearson  

Eric Sutton  

Lynetta Griner  

Bob Bendus  

Peter Frederick  

Katy Fenton, DEP Deputy Secretary

 

Re: State Surplus of Conservation Lands  

 

Dear Mr. Vinson and ARC Council Members: 

 

The following conservation and planning organizations all of which have been involved in 

conservation of Florida’s treasured lands helped in the writing of this letter: Florida Wildlife 

Federation, 1000 Friends of Florida, Sierra Club, Wildlands Conservation, Defenders of Wildlife, 

St. Johns RiverKeeper, The Nature Conservancy, The Conservancy of Southwest Florida. This 

letter is not an all-inclusive list of the parcels with conservation value and the contributing 

groups, as well as citizens around the state, have provided other important information for 

consideration. 

 

As a result of the last legislative session the Department of Environmental Protection was 

directed to look at the inventory of state-owned conservation lands and to create an assessment 

process (scoring methodology) to determine which parcels may no longer be needed for 

conservation purposes. This process was prompted when the Legislature authorized an additional 

$50 million in spending authority for the purchase of conservation land funded through the sale of 

other existing state-owned conservation lands (that are deemed no longer needed for conservation 

purposes). 

 

Article X, Section 18 of the Florida Constitution creates a very “high bar” for disposal of 

conservation land. We believe that the record speaks clearly and that the requirement of finding 

that land is “no longer needed for conservation” must be supported by the existence of a set of 

facts that conclusively demonstrate an absence of ecological or environmental value. 

 

DEP State Lands staff has been working through this exercise for the last several months. 

Presently, the outcome resulted in a reduction of potential sites from an initial 170 sites (list date 

August 20, 2013) to the current list of 77 sites (list dated October 17, 2013). The charge to State 

Lands was a difficult one, and the ensuing methodology to determine what existing conservation 

lands qualified as “no longer necessary for conservation” and appropriate for sale has proven to 

be questionable for several reasons. 
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As the process moves forward following the recent series of statewide public meetings, we 

believe that a number of the remaining sites on the list have clear conservation value and need to 

be removed.  In addition, this exercise/process has engendered a number of important questions 

that the ARC members ought to consider relative to this ongoing process and for any future 

surplus lands sales. For the existing process (and any future related processes) to be completed, 

we think that in addition to the very site specific data that the current GIS methodology captures, 

it is also important to: 

 Investigate the strategic position of a property and if there have been past commitments and 

linkages to long-term conservation efforts (e.g., all of the Green Swamp parcels and 

especially the Hilo 4, 6 and 1 that each have been identified by FFWC, FDOT and others as 

important connection parcels for wildlife crossing development across the I-4 corridor); 

 Make sure the “big picture” is used and not just the current management agency 

considerations.  Thus, it is important to look at issues such as coastal vulnerability (e.g., units 

of the Coastal Barrier Resources System (CBRA), Coastal High Hazard Areas (CHHA), 

predicted sea level rise problem areas, etc.).  Units of the Coastal Barrier Resources System 

established by Congress are areas ineligible for federal flood insurance and the 2013 Florida 

legislature also made these areas ineligible for Citizen's Insurance and Catastrophic Fund 

coverage; 

 Evaluate beyond the site specific data, understanding the larger conservation mosaic 

protection efforts linked to the Areas of Critical State Concern or the Strategic Habitat 

Conservation Areas (SHCA).  For instance, the assessment methodology only used Critical 

Linkages 1 and 2 from the Florida Ecological Greenway Network - there are EIGHT priority 

levels in the FEGN.  Also, most of the landscape mosaic of the Green Swamp is SHCA 

Priority 2 and some sites like Hilochee #1, SHCA Priority 3. In such a mosaic landscape 

Priority 2 and 3 are very important from wildlife and water resources perspectives and help 

fulfill critical linkages; 

 Do not focus GIS criteria only to identify parcels that don't have the highest conservation 

value, versus identifying parcels that have no or very low conservation value. This is an 

important distinction and can lead to skewed results; 

 Be sure that in  justifying lands that are “no longer needed for conservation”,  and then 

restricting them with conservation easements, not to contradict any consideration that such 

land  is “no longer needed for conservation” (e.g., cases in which parcels or sites are part of a 

wildlife corridor across a state or federal highway, and design specifications for the crossing 

and the related possible wildlife fencing have indicated a strong preference for public 

ownership on both sides of the wildlife crossing); 

 Ask, “Is the “right” state agency managing potential surplus lands?”  Perhaps another agency 

is better suited.  This is especially important in terms of long-term habitat conservation 

efforts, water quantity and quality protection issues and greenway development opportunities.  

Mosaics of parcels, managed by multiple public agencies and private landowners already 

under easements often reflect large sensitive areas such as springsheds, water recharge or 

discharge areas, and/or non-game wildlife habitats;  

 Consider the parcel’s position from a growth management perspective - a viewpoint that a 

managing agency may often underplay or not clearly understand. For example, in situations 

like the Green Swamp, Wekiva, and other springsheds and also along coastal areas, it may be 

important to recognize that a parcel’s conservation value is in buffering, serving as a 

greenbelt, and/or reducing vulnerability of water resources. 

 View a site’s conservation value from a land manager’s perspective and its contribution to 

sound land and water management. The conversion of property to development or intensive 

agriculture can stress the land manager’s capability to properly care for or restore the values 
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of adjacent conservation areas.  For instance, selling off a parcel that subsequently is 

developed as a residential neighborhood will greatly increase the difficulty of conducting 

prescribed burns on adjacent or nearby conservation lands despite the fact that burning is a 

fundamental, essential land management practice. 

 

In addition to the ongoing or future consideration of already state-owned conservation lands, 

there is likely much more value to be gained by looking at ALL state lands from a valuation, 

surplus and sale perspective.  This is quite true in and around urban/suburban areas as well as 

agricultural areas.   We think future re-evaluation of just conservation land will likely end with 

results similar to the current process, wherein few extraneous large and high valued parcels are 

found without conservation value.  Which points to the fact that the past conservation land buying 

efforts have been generally well focused and little fat can be trimmed.  In a final process note, 

each of the groups is interested in asking the question: How much is this process costing?   

 

More specific comments on a number of the conservation parcels that remain on the potential 

surplus list follow as an attachment. The tracts described fall considerably short of meeting the 

Constitutional test “no longer needed for conservation.” 

 

We appreciate the opportunity to be involved in the surplus conservations lands process and thank 

the ARC and staff for allowing serious consideration to these comments which we believe will 

result in a defensible and more robust list of surplus sites. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Charles G. Pattison 

President, 1000 Friends of Florida 

 

Manley Fuller 

President, Florida Wildlife 

Federation 

 

Laurie Macdonald, Director, Florida 

Programs, Defenders of Wildlife 

 

Greg Knecht 

Director of Protection 

The Nature Conservancy 

 

 

Julie Morris 

Wildlands Conservation 

 

Debbie Matthews, Chair 

Executive Committee 

Sierra Club Florida 

 

Jennifer Hecker  

Director of Natural Resource Policy 

The Conservancy of Southwest Florida 

 

Lisa Rinaman 

St. Johns Riverkeeper 

 

 

Attachments:  Detailed comments for Hilochee Parcels – HiLo 1through 7 and the General James A. Van 

Fleet State Trail, Lake Louisa State Park,  Cayo Costa State Park-- DRP 6, DRP 7, DRP 8, DRP 9, DRP 10, 

DRP 15, DRP 18, DRP 64, DRP 65, DRP 66, Charlotte Harbor Preserve State Park: Parcel FLMA_23, 

Seminole State Forest FLMA-95, Tate’s Hell State Forest FLMA-113, Torreya State Park DRP-38, DRP-

39, DRP-40, DRP-41, DRP-42, DRP-43, DRP-44, DRP-45,  Wekiva State Park, DRP-35, FLMA_254, 

FLMA_256,  Yucca Pens Unit FLMA 43, FWC-YP1, FWC-YP3, Allen David Broussard Catfish Creek 

Preserve State Park - DRP-4, DRP-5, Box R Wildlife Management Area - FWC-BX 1, FWRI Technical 

Report – 15 indicating SHCA Priorities for the Green Swamp Area, Preliminary Engineering Report 

(FDOT) for the I-4 Corridor and the identification of the various HiLo sites as important wildlife crossing 

areas, 1995 Letter from the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission assessing the HiLo sites for 

wildlife crossings. 
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Detailed Specific Comments 
 

1.) Hilochee Parcels – HiLo 1through 7 and the General James A. Van Fleet 

State Trail parcel – each is within the Green Swamp Area of Critical State 

Concern.  

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/lands/assessment/Maps/Hilochee%20Wildlife%20Managemen

t%20Area_081613.pdf. 

 

Each of the HiLo - Hilochee Wildlife Management Area parcels (1-7) and the related 

General James A. Van Fleet State Trail parcel are important conservation lands within the 

Green Swamp Area of Critical State Concern.  Each of these areas has been identified by 

the FFWCC as high priority public managed lands of the State’s Strategic habitat 

Conservation Areas as documented by the FWRI Technical Report TR-15. 2009 (See 

supporting document # 1.below).  For additional background go to: 

http://www.wildlandsconservation.org/florida-forever/green-swamp-land-surplus-sale 

FWC-HiLo 1 This 241.1 acre parcel (Ritter tract) is a key component of a future Green 

Swamp (via Gator Creek) to Peace River I-4 underpass connection that FDOT is 

committed to construct with the build-out of I-4. This parcel is also within the Green 

Swamp – Peace River Headwaters Florida Forever Project boundary. FWC-Hilo parcels 

1, 4 & 6 are located proximal to the wildlife crossings outlined in the following 

engineering report. See hyperlink for: (FDOT Region I, Preliminary Engineering Report, 

Interstate 4 – from west of Memorial Blvd. to the Polk/Osceola County line – Federal 

Project # 0041 130; State Project # 16320 1402, June 1998, Revised August 1998)    

Most of the Green Swamp parcels are Priority 2 relative to the FECN. Hilochee #1 is 

Priority 3. Priority 2 is still VERY important as a state wildlife corridor (so is P3 - These 

were given little weight).  

FWC-HiLo 2 This 208.4 acre parcel is hardwood wetlands within a cypress strand that 

serves as a wildlife connector connection between several Green Swamp Land Authority 

land protection agreements.  

FWC-HiLo 3 This 778.5 acre site has regenerating cypress within a previously logged 

cypress strand. It also serves as a north / south wildlife corridor connection linking to 

DEP conservation easements. It is a wetland buffer from adjacent residential 

development.  

FWC-HiLo 7 This 125.9 acre parcel provides connectivity from the Osprey Unit south of 

I-4 to conservation lands that were acquired by Polk County’s Environmental Lands 

Program as part of their Lake Lowery Corridor project.  

FWC-HiLo 4 & - FWC-HiLo 6 These two parcels at 446.7 and 827.7 acres respectively, 

are the location of two future wildlife underpasses that FDOT is committed to construct 

with the build-out of I-4. Interstate 4 is one of Florida’s most impenetrable barriers and at 

this time FWC-HiLo 6 is the location of the ONLY underpass to cross I-4 in the Green 

Swamp. This underpass is a cattle-crossing that was preserved with the construction of 

the Interstate. Surplus of these sites would be very misguided. See hyperlink: (FDOT 

Region I, Preliminary Engineering Report, Interstate 4 – from west of Memorial Blvd. to 

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/lands/assessment/Maps/Hilochee%20Wildlife%20Management%20Area_081613.pdf
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/lands/assessment/Maps/Hilochee%20Wildlife%20Management%20Area_081613.pdf
http://www.wildlandsconservation.org/florida-forever/green-swamp-land-surplus-sale
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCwQFjAA&url=ftp%3A%2F%2Fftp.dot.state.fl.us%2FLTS%2Fd1%2FDesign%2520Build%2520LTS%2FE1K75%2FPre-Proposal%2520Meeting%2F201214-3%2520I-4%2520at%2520SR%2520559%2520RFP%2520Requested%2520Supplemental%2520Information%2FPD%26E%2FPER%2520-%2520I-4%2520from%2520W%2520of%2520Memorial%2520Blvd%2520to%2520Polk-Osceola%2520Co%2520Line.pdf&ei=BZduUoS6EYbqkQfD4oFA&usg=AFQjCNG0mZ5DQqqoqf2vcGY1OZJhxBLWZQ&sig2=SzmB-JNEl5NPlCz34KiDYQ&bvm=bv.55123115,d.eW0
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCwQFjAA&url=ftp%3A%2F%2Fftp.dot.state.fl.us%2FLTS%2Fd1%2FDesign%2520Build%2520LTS%2FE1K75%2FPre-Proposal%2520Meeting%2F201214-3%2520I-4%2520at%2520SR%2520559%2520RFP%2520Requested%2520Supplemental%2520Information%2FPD%26E%2FPER%2520-%2520I-4%2520from%2520W%2520of%2520Memorial%2520Blvd%2520to%2520Polk-Osceola%2520Co%2520Line.pdf&ei=BZduUoS6EYbqkQfD4oFA&usg=AFQjCNG0mZ5DQqqoqf2vcGY1OZJhxBLWZQ&sig2=SzmB-JNEl5NPlCz34KiDYQ&bvm=bv.55123115,d.eW0
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCwQFjAA&url=ftp%3A%2F%2Fftp.dot.state.fl.us%2FLTS%2Fd1%2FDesign%2520Build%2520LTS%2FE1K75%2FPre-Proposal%2520Meeting%2F201214-3%2520I-4%2520at%2520SR%2520559%2520RFP%2520Requested%2520Supplemental%2520Information%2FPD%26E%2FPER%2520-%2520I-4%2520from%2520W%2520of%2520Memorial%2520Blvd%2520to%2520Polk-Osceola%2520Co%2520Line.pdf&ei=BZduUoS6EYbqkQfD4oFA&usg=AFQjCNG0mZ5DQqqoqf2vcGY1OZJhxBLWZQ&sig2=SzmB-JNEl5NPlCz34KiDYQ&bvm=bv.55123115,d.eW0
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCwQFjAA&url=ftp%3A%2F%2Fftp.dot.state.fl.us%2FLTS%2Fd1%2FDesign%2520Build%2520LTS%2FE1K75%2FPre-Proposal%2520Meeting%2F201214-3%2520I-4%2520at%2520SR%2520559%2520RFP%2520Requested%2520Supplemental%2520Information%2FPD%26E%2FPER%2520-%2520I-4%2520from%2520W%2520of%2520Memorial%2520Blvd%2520to%2520Polk-Osceola%2520Co%2520Line.pdf&ei=BZduUoS6EYbqkQfD4oFA&usg=AFQjCNG0mZ5DQqqoqf2vcGY1OZJhxBLWZQ&sig2=SzmB-JNEl5NPlCz34KiDYQ&bvm=bv.55123115,d.eW0
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCwQFjAA&url=ftp%3A%2F%2Fftp.dot.state.fl.us%2FLTS%2Fd1%2FDesign%2520Build%2520LTS%2FE1K75%2FPre-Proposal%2520Meeting%2F201214-3%2520I-4%2520at%2520SR%2520559%2520RFP%2520Requested%2520Supplemental%2520Information%2FPD%26E%2FPER%2520-%2520I-4%2520from%2520W%2520of%2520Memorial%2520Blvd%2520to%2520Polk-Osceola%2520Co%2520Line.pdf&ei=BZduUoS6EYbqkQfD4oFA&usg=AFQjCNG0mZ5DQqqoqf2vcGY1OZJhxBLWZQ&sig2=SzmB-JNEl5NPlCz34KiDYQ&bvm=bv.55123115,d.eW0
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the Polk/Osceola County line – Federal Project # 0041 130; State Project # 16320 1402, 

June 1998, Revised August 1998) 

 

It appears that the Hilochee parcels may have been suggested for surplus because of 

managing agency concerns. As we noted above, the surplus methodology must ask, “Is 

the “right” state agency managing potential surplus lands?”  Maybe another agency is 

better suited.  This is especially important to long-term habitat conservation efforts, water 

quantity and quality protection issues and greenway development opportunities.  Mosaics 

of parcels, managed by multiple public agencies and private landowners already under 

easements, often reflect large sensitive areas such as springsheds, water recharge or 

discharge areas, and non-game wildlife habitats. 

 

For these two parcels and HiLo-1 just across I-4 from the Tenneroc area, Sierra Club, 

1000 Friends of Florida and others have worked with FDOT on I-4 long-term 

improvements and the future construction of wildlife underpasses since the 1990’s. One 

of the primary requirements of FDOT for underpasses in conjunction with the eventual 

upgrades for that section of I-4 is that the state has permanent ownership or easements on 

both sides of the Interstate so that the investment in wildlife corridor crossings would be 

secure. Recently, FDOT made the first real wildlife and greenway improvement along the 

Tiger Bay portion of I-4 in Volusia County to the east.  As improvements proceed along 

this segment of I-4, having these parcels already in state ownership lowers the cost and 

improves the viability of a future wildlife and greenway connector in this Green Swamp 

location.  Both bear and panther tracking telemetry studies have helped to document how 

this segment of I-4 presents a movement barrier for wildlife.   Traffic volumes make safe 

crossing impossible for wildlife or humans (greenway connections) without such linkages 

being planned and constructed.  The interstate is also a barrier to normal surface water 

flows (under the old 1960’s design). The addition of wildlife underpasses will also restore 

surface water flows that were impeded by the construction of I-4 and will return flood 

storage to the southern section.  

In 2010, a review and update was conducted and the findings of the original review and 

approval were upheld as part of the proposed I-4 High Speed Rail Project. Surplus of 

these parcels would be short-sighted and a case of very poor planning as the Green 

Swamp- Hilochee Corridor Florida Forever Project is still an ongoing effort. The project 

was highlighted as one of the most important areas in the state for sustained future 

conservation efforts at the August 2013 ARC meeting. In addition, the Hilochee WMA 

management plan states that NO portions of it should be declared surplus and shows 

significant lands that should be acquired.  

The referenced wildlife corridor/ greenway improvements have been approved for 

construction, federal funding and wetland mitigation as part of the next round of 

interstate improvements.  

Each of the HiLo parcels and the Van Fleet parcel are also a part of the greater Green 

Swamp Florida Forever project and the Florida Ecological Greenway Network. Parcels 

owned by the state, WMD(s) and under conservation easement are part of a long-term 

conservation effort to protect the body of the Green Swamp that essentially serves as 

“Central Florida’s water tower.”  

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCwQFjAA&url=ftp%3A%2F%2Fftp.dot.state.fl.us%2FLTS%2Fd1%2FDesign%2520Build%2520LTS%2FE1K75%2FPre-Proposal%2520Meeting%2F201214-3%2520I-4%2520at%2520SR%2520559%2520RFP%2520Requested%2520Supplemental%2520Information%2FPD%26E%2FPER%2520-%2520I-4%2520from%2520W%2520of%2520Memorial%2520Blvd%2520to%2520Polk-Osceola%2520Co%2520Line.pdf&ei=BZduUoS6EYbqkQfD4oFA&usg=AFQjCNG0mZ5DQqqoqf2vcGY1OZJhxBLWZQ&sig2=SzmB-JNEl5NPlCz34KiDYQ&bvm=bv.55123115,d.eW0
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCwQFjAA&url=ftp%3A%2F%2Fftp.dot.state.fl.us%2FLTS%2Fd1%2FDesign%2520Build%2520LTS%2FE1K75%2FPre-Proposal%2520Meeting%2F201214-3%2520I-4%2520at%2520SR%2520559%2520RFP%2520Requested%2520Supplemental%2520Information%2FPD%26E%2FPER%2520-%2520I-4%2520from%2520W%2520of%2520Memorial%2520Blvd%2520to%2520Polk-Osceola%2520Co%2520Line.pdf&ei=BZduUoS6EYbqkQfD4oFA&usg=AFQjCNG0mZ5DQqqoqf2vcGY1OZJhxBLWZQ&sig2=SzmB-JNEl5NPlCz34KiDYQ&bvm=bv.55123115,d.eW0
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In addition, to the wildlife and habitat conservation values noted, the Green Swamp has 

the highest groundwater altitude in peninsular Florida and is considered critical to the 

recharge of the Floridan Aquifer. This critical hydrological resource provides the 

headwaters for five major rivers including the Peace, Withlacoochee, Little 

Withlacoochee, Ocklawaha, and Hillsborough. These attributes and its wildlife values are 

the main reasons the area was designated an Area of Critical State Concern in 1974.  

Finally, each of  the Hilo parcels and the Van Fleet parcel have important recreational 

value potential for the surrounding urban area populations that are within a 20 mile radius 

including Orlando, Kissimmee, Lakeland, Poinciana and Winter Haven. The appropriate 

managing agency just needs to provide appropriate amenities to attract major user groups 

to the sites.  

Figure 1: Showing HiLo 4 & 6 that will also require fencing along either 

side

 
 

 

FLMA_50 – General James A. Van Fleet State Trail connects to larger conservation 

easement acquired by the Green Swamp Land Authority 

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/lands/assessment/sites/FLDEP_PotentialSurplusSites__Genera

l%20James%20A.%20Van%20Fleet%20State%20Trail_081613.pdf 

 

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/lands/assessment/Maps/updated/General%20James%20A.%20Van%20Fleet%20State%20Trail_092413.pdf
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/lands/assessment/sites/FLDEP_PotentialSurplusSites__General%20James%20A.%20Van%20Fleet%20State%20Trail_081613.pdf
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/lands/assessment/sites/FLDEP_PotentialSurplusSites__General%20James%20A.%20Van%20Fleet%20State%20Trail_081613.pdf
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As with the discussion on the Hilochee parcels above, this site is a state owned Green 

Swamp parcel that appears to be managed by DEP/State Parks – Lake Louisa in 

Particular – which is separated and to the east.    We would suggest that rather than 

selling this parcel that management is transferred to the Withlacoochee State Forest that 

abuts and forms a continuous connection to a much larger conservation area, or let the 

Office of Greenways and Trails within the DEP manage the areas as it is adjacent to the 

Van Fleet Greenway.  The Van Fleet Greenway is one of Florida’s premier paths –miles 

of trail through the Green Swamp that was once a railroad track and now converted for 

recreational use.  

 

 

 

2.) Lake Louisa State Park 

FLMA_216 – Forested wetland on Lake Lousia – Slightly separated from the park 

north boundary but still waterfront and great forested wetlands habitat. 

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/lands/assessment/sites/FLDEP_PotentialSurplusSites__Lak

e%20Louisa%20State%20Park_081613.pdf.  Though relatively small, this parcel sits 

directly on Lake Lousia, has mostly wetland vegetation and helps to protect the lake 

from additional homesite-type developments. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dep.state.fl.us/lands/assessment/sites/FLDEP_PotentialSurplusSites__Lake%20Louisa%20State%20Park_081613.pdf
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/lands/assessment/sites/FLDEP_PotentialSurplusSites__Lake%20Louisa%20State%20Park_081613.pdf
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3.) Cayo Costa State Park DRP 6, DRP 7, DRP 8, DRP 9, DRP 10, DRP 15, DRP 18, 

DRP 64, DRP 65, DRP 66  
Cayo Costa State Park is a treasure for coastal and marine life and even small parcels 

provide important habitat and enhance the quality of visitor experience.  The 14+- 

acres comprised by this group of tracts consists of beachfront coastal dune and hammock 

land, beach areas, mangroves and open water. All sites proposed for surplus consist of 

unique and critical coastal habitats that host imperiled beach nesting birds and sea turtles 

in spring and summer, and neo-tropical migrant birds in fall through spring. There are 

many other species of flora and fauna preset that are specific to a diverse range of natural 

barrier island habitats. All of this land is located on Cayo Costa and North Captiva 

islands in the Charlotte Harbor estuary. Some of the individual tracts are sitting between 

existing beachfront homes.  

 

The Land Management Plan adopted by the Division of State Lands, and approved by 

the ARC states that the “The optimum boundary for Cayo Costa State Park includes 

all remaining public and private lands on Cayo Costa Island, and remaining 

unimproved private parcels on the central and southern portions of North Captiva 

Island.”   Therefore, it would be contrary to the completion of the Cayo Costa project 

to surplus these properties, as they are all located within the optimum boundary 

identified in the management plan.  In addition, there are concerns about surplusing 

properties on a barrier island whose further development would not only be 

detrimental to the surrounding habitat and fisheries, but also to the overall integrity of 

the island and its ability to recover from storm surge and cope with sea level rise.   

 

The GIS model lacked a scoring criteria for estuarine/mangrove buffers, even though 

a similar criteria was included to account for rivers and lakes buffers. An estuarine 

buffer criterion should be included since estuaries provide some of the most unique 

and important habitats and ecosystem services in the state of Florida. Not only does 

the mangrove vegetation encompass nurseries for juvenile fish and rookery areas for 

avian species, but they also provide protection against hurricanes and help prevent 

shoreline erosion. The oversight which did not include estuarine buffers in the scoring 

criteria may or may not have contributed to the placement of the Cayo Costa parcels 

on the potential surplus list.  Regardless, the mistake should be remedied. 

 

In Florida, future land use maps direct development to areas most suited for 

development. The only development that can occur on any parcel is development 

permitted by the future land use map (FLUM) designation. Changing a FLUM 

designation is costly and involves a minimum of three public hearings.  For example, 

the 10 parcels identified as DRP-6, DRP-7, DRP-8, DRP-9, DRP-10, DRP-15, DRP-

18, DRP-64, DRP-65, and DRP-66 from the Cayo Costa state park proposed for 

surplus have a FLUM of Conservation Land Upland and/or Conservation Wetland.  

This FLUM does not allow residential density or commercial development. On two of 

these seven parcels, 100% of the parcel includes 3 or more rare species based on the 

Biological Richness Index. On another parcel, 92% of the parcel includes 3 or more 

rare species, and six more of the parcels have habitat for 3 or more rare species on 46-

82% of the parcel.  70% of the remaining parcel is covered by functional wetlands.  It 

would be against public policy and the Lee Comprehensive Plan to change the FLUM 
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designation on these parcels from Conservation Land Upland and/or Conservation 

Wetland to any other FLUM designation.  

 

Many of the commenting groups having participated during the 2013 legislative 

session in the negotiations for successful passage of state policies aimed at 

discouraging development on coastal islands through insurance reforms. Further, 

climate change impacts call upon us to protect beaches and shoreline from unwise 

development. Cayo Costa state park is a unit of the Coastal Barrier Resources System 

established by Congress, these areas are ineligible for federal flood insurance and the 

2013 Florida legislature also made these areas ineligible for Citizen's Insurance and 

Catastrophic Fund coverage. We find that marketing any parcels at Cayo Costa would 

be contrary to state environmental and economic objectives.  For these and many 

other public policy considerations the Cayo Costa parcels should be eliminated from 

further surplus consideration.  

 

Therefore, we recommend that the state remove all the Cayo Costa properties from 

the proposed surplus list. 

 

4.) Charlotte Harbor Preserve State Park: Parcel FLMA_23 

 

This particular property is important to keep in State ownership due to the hydrologic 

attributes of the site.  It is essential to maintain and enhance the freshwater flows to 

Charlotte Harbor Preserve State Park and this parcel could be utilized for that 

purpose since it contains portions of two canals on the property.  Additionally, this 

parcel appears to overlap with the optimal boundary as identified in the Charlotte 

Harbor Preserve State Park Land Management Plan, and could therefore complicate 

management in the future if it is surplused.  Therefore, the Conservancy 

recommends that parcel FLMA 23 be removed from the proposed surplus list.    

 

5.) Seminole State Forest FLMA-95  
We support the position of Friends of the Wekiva River concerning this parcel. 

Friends has provided the following comments to you under separate cover:  

 

“This parcel in Lake County is centrally located within the Wekiva-Ocala 

ecological corridor and contributes to habitat connectivity between state land and 

the Ocala National Forest. With vegetation and tree cover similar to that of 

national forest land directly bordering the property to the north, the parcel 

provides an important corridor for bear and other wildlife. In fact, aerial 

photography indicates that the quality of habitat on this 4.3 acre tract is equal to 

or greater than adjacent state lands. It is also noteworthy that the parcel fronts 

CR42, which is one of several regional roads that bisect the greenway corridor. 

Maintaining public ownership of parcels like this is important to ensure that 

future land use does not negatively impact the greenway. (A local unpaved road 

runs along the southeastern edge of the parcel, however this does not present a 

significant barrier to wildlife movement.)  
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Another consideration of historical relevance is that this parcel was acquired in 

2005 as part of a federal/state exchange intended to facilitate more effective land 

management. Pursuant to that exchange, the federal government assumed title 

and management responsibility for certain parcels that had been owned by the 

state north of CR42, and the state of Florida assumed title and management 

responsibility for certain parcels that had been federally owned south of the road. 

Consistent with the spirit of that agreement, FOWR maintains that this parcel 

should be retained as part of Seminole State Forest for conservation.” 

 

6.) Tate’s Hell State Forest FLMA 113  
FLMA 113 consists of a triangle shaped 1 acre parcel that juts out into Apalachicola 

Bay/St. George Sound, including beach and open water. The upland area, between two 

existing houses, is heavily forested. It would not be appropriate to declare this parcel 

surplus and sell it to private parties if the result were development inconsistent with the 

highest level of protection for Apalachicola Bay. Development on this site, for example, 

would almost certainly involve use of septic tanks to dispose of domestic waste. If this 

site presents a specific and verifiable management problem (rather than a hypothetical or 

speculative problem) the Division of State Lands could consider offering it for sale to the 

adjacent property owners while retaining a Conservation Easement to preclude the 

construction of additional houses on the tract. We would object to the general surplus and 

sale of this parcel absent the conditions suggested above. 

 

7.) Torreya State Park DRP-38, DRP-39, DRP-40, DRP-41, DRP-42, DRP-43, 

DRP-44, DRP-45  
Parcels DRP-38, DRP-39, even though isolated by roads, appear to be associated with  

steephead ravine systems, one of the predominant features preserved by this park. If 

associated with such a ravine system, these parcels should not be declared surplus and 

sold. In the case of DRP-40, DRP-41, these appear to be tracts that are isolated from the 

main body of Torreya State Park by a road or other separation. While the retention of 

these parcels may not be important to the management of Torreya State Park, due to their 

intrinsic habitat value DSL and the Division of Recreation and Parks should carefully 

consider the management implications of the likely pattern of development that could 

ensue on these parcels if they were declared surplus, and sold to private parties. The 

likely result would be homes in the woods adjacent to State Park land, a growing 

population of domestic animals, and people with property and lives at risk which would 

complicate much needed systematic prescribed fire management of this state park unit. 

Such dwellings would exist on septic tanks, and due to the Homestead Exemptions 

available, would generate little if any tax revenue for Liberty and Gadsden Counties. We 

are concerned that the surplus and sale of these properties, even if justifiable from a 

natural resource standpoint looking within the boundaries of the parcels themselves, may 

not be a strategically wise move for Torreya State Park in the long run. We object to the 

surplus and sale of these parcels in the absence of a detailed plan prepared by the 

Division of Recreation and Parks that deals with these issues and provides assurance that 

park management would not be impeded.  
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Parcels DRP-42, DRP-43, and DRP-44 consist of narrow strips of road frontage, or road 

frontage and the actual right-of-way upon which roads are located. We believe that the 

sale of road right-of-way and narrow strips of road frontage has detrimental land 

management consequences for Torreya State Park. It is also difficult to comprehend a 

market for these parcels, and the actual use to which the parcels would be put if 

purchased by private parties. We object to the proposed surplus and sale of these parcels 

as detrimental to the long term management of Torreya State Park.  

 

Parcel DRP-45 consists of a 1.9 acre strip of land that connects much larger portions of 

Torreya State Park located to the northeast and southwest. This strip crosses through a 

major private inholding in the State Park. The vegetation on the strip of land is 

indistinguishable from the habitat in the larger sections of State Park land that it connects. 

Declaring this connector strip surplus and selling it to private parties appears to be clearly 

detrimental to basic strategic land management concepts.  

 

8.) Wekiva State Park, DRP-35, FLMA_254, FLMA_256  
Tract FLMA 256 is located within the highest value recharge areas for the Wekiva 

Springs hydrologic system, as can be seen by examining Figure 1 “Wekiva Study Area: 

Surface Water Basin, Groundwater Basin and Recharge” which can be found at: 

http://www.dot.state.fl.us/planning/sis/designation/wekiva/requestappc.pdf  

and the final report of the Wekiva River Basin Area Task Force, dated January 2003, 

which can be found at: 

http://www.floridajobs.org/fdcp/dcp/wekivaparkway/Files/WekivaReport.pdf .  

In the event that this tract were declared surplus and sold, the use of this tract should be 

restricted by a Conservation Easement to open space or agricultural uses which protect its 

water recharge potential. Consideration of a surplus determination regarding this tract 

should not take place if title work demonstrates it was acquired as part of the adjoining 

“Neighborhood Lakes” parcel, which originated from the same legislative mandate linked 

to the Wekiva Parkway as is applicable to Tracts DRP 36 and DRP 37. The Florida 

Legislature directed Neighborhood Lakes be acquired in the Wekiva Parkway and 

Protection Act, Chapter 2004-384, Laws of Florida, See: 

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_Strin

g=&URL=0300-0399/0369/Sections/0369.317.html.  

Tracts DRP 35 and FLMA 254 consist of forest lands that lie between the main body of 

Wekiva Springs State Park to the west, and Markham Woods Road on the east in 

Seminole County. While these 19.7 and 7.0 acre tracts constitute difficult tracts to 

manage, we have persistent reports that these tracts of natural lands are being used as a 

corridor for black bear moving from areas east of Markham Woods Road into and from 

Wekiva State Park. If these tracts were declared surplus and ultimately developed as 

residential subdivisions (this is the likely highest and best use considering surrounding 

land uses) the result would be to force the black bear population moving through this area 

to travel through the residential subdivisions on a more routine basis. It may be possible 

to consider alternate uses of these properties as open space adjunct to the adjacent 

subdivisions, as small natural area “pocket parks” managed either by Seminole County or 

perhaps by the homeowner’s associations in the adjacent communities in the event that 

the managing agency insists upon disposing of them. However, should that occur, we 

http://www.dot.state.fl.us/planning/sis/designation/wekiva/requestappc.pdf
http://www.floridajobs.org/fdcp/dcp/wekivaparkway/Files/WekivaReport.pdf
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0300-0399/0369/Sections/0369.317.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=0300-0399/0369/Sections/0369.317.html
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recommend that conservation easements be retained to assure that the utility of these 

tracts as localized corridors for black bear movement is not eliminated. 

 

9.) Yucca Pens Unit FLMA 43, FWC-YP1, FWC-YP3  
The Yucca Pens project nearly complete Charlotte Harbor Flatwoods Florida Forever 

Project – 14,781 acres bought out of 18,608. . Parcel FWC-YP 1 is over 40 acres and also 

contains pine flatwoods habitat. Parcel FLMA_43 has the potential to be connected to the 

bulk of the Yucca Pens project, as there was interest in the past by adjacent landowners in 

nominating their property to the Lee County Conservation 20/20 acquisition program.  

These three properties are all within the Yucca Pens acquisition boundary and should be 

maintained to help enhance the hydrology of the area and create a connected unit through 

the entirety of the Yucca Pens. Moreover, the Charlotte County Future Land Use Map 

(FLUM) designation is Resource Conservation, which will entail the same hurdles for 

any changes to the FLUM - including considerable financial cost and public hearings - as 

those discussed for the Cayo Costa parcels in Lee County. The majority of this area is 

pine flatwoods, hardwood hammocks and some cypress. Prescribed fire is an essential 

management tool for much of this area. The tract nearly completes the CHF FF project. 

In recognition of that need, the adopted management plan recommends completion of the 

inholdings acquisition, and that no portion of the acquired properties be declared surplus 

to assure the ability to effectively burn (A Conceptual Management Plan for Fred C. 

Babcock-Cecil M. Webb W.M.A., 2003, pages 7-8). The area hosts many imperiled and 

rare species, including red-cockaded woodpeckers, Sherman’s fox squirrel, gopher 

tortoises, kestrels, bald eagles, wood storks, and beautiful paw-paw, among at least 

eleven other listed species. Therefore, we recommend that the Yucca Pens parcels be 

removed from the proposed surplus list.   

 

10.) Allen David Broussard Catfish Creek Preserve State Park - DRP-4, DRP-5 

The Broussard Catfish Creek Preserve State Park is home to numerous rare plants, such 

as scrub morning glory, scrub plum, pygmy fringe tree and cutthroat grass and several 

animal species with federal and/or state protection, including Florida scrub-jays, bald 

eagles, gopher tortoises and Florida scrub lizards.  Part of Florida’s ancient ridge, the 

preserve provides habitat for 19 rare and listed animals and plants and numerous 

migratory species.  The listed parcels have are identified as Strategic Habitat 

Conservation Areas with high biological richness.  The Management Plan designates no 

land for proposed surplus; both parcels are within the approved project boundaries of 

Catfish Creek and within the optimum boundaries in the Unit Management Plan. Natural 

upland habitat is afforded little permanent protection in Florida except in conservation 

areas.  Disposal of the two parcels and subsequent land conversion and development, 

along with access roads, would pose management difficulties and disturbance of the 

Preserve lands and resources.    

 

11.) Box R Wildlife Management Area - FWC-BX 1 

If the Box R parcel was not already part of the Box R WMA we would seek its inclusion 

if the opportunity for acquisition arose.  This forested track is contiguous with the 

surrounding WMA and ranks highly with respect to several connectivity and ecological 

significance criteria. 
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Additional Support Materials 
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HiLochee 4 and 6 along Interstate 4 – Proposed Wildlife/Greenway Crossing 
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